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Chapter 220
America "Helps" Somalia
"Preliminary evidence of Clinton administration plans for foreign
policy suggests that the new president is inclined to let the UN
Security Council take over de-facto command of the U.S. military
and determine U.S. policy. The plans include the commitment of
American troops for service in the UN’s standing army. The steps
are considered the ‘next logical steps’ toward a new world order."
(American Sentinel, 11/30/92, World News Digest Dec. 92)
"Sweep the floor and open the door!" The invasion of yet another
country by the U.S. is presently taking place. It is directed against
the most strategically valuable piece of real estate in the world Somalia.

S

OMALIA, THE PART OF AFRICA THAT JUTS OUT INTO
THE INDIAN OCEAN, looks very much like the horn of a
rhinoceros. Hence the name - "Horn of Africa." The excuse for the
invasion is humanitarian - to save the starving Somalians. It is legal and
logical if the dictates of the UN are legal. Again, there has been no
declaration of war.
"Warlords" is the name given the present rulers of Somalia by the media
in their continuing incitement of the public to war. Its pictures show
soldiers giving food to emaciated blacks. This proves that America is
concerned over the welfare of the world’s poor and downtrodden. The
pictures are better than ten thousand words and prove not only the good
intentions of America but also of the UN. The media is also preparing the
people for the unpleasantness to come by playing up photos of starving
blacks who are starving because of the acts of evil Somalian "warlords."
The evil "warlords’ are evil because they attack food convoys going to
starving people. The invaders are good because they say that they are
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there to prevent this.

Somalia - "The Horn Of Africa"
Somalia dominates both petroleum shipping lanes from the Persian
Gulf to Europe and America. It is called the most strategically
important piece of real estate in the world.
This media treatment outlaws the "warlords" by pointing out violations
of "Christian Law" which permit Christians to chastise Law breakers
since Christians are the Lord’s "battle-axe." They also furnish the soldiers and pay the bills.
The "outlawing" of an opponent puts him beyond the protection of the
Law. These "warlords" may now be treated as common criminals if need
be.
The incitement media are showing close-ups of each and every socalled "atrocity" committed by Black on Black. This is done to excuse
UN acts that will inevitably result from invading another’s country.
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The outlawed warlords are also "demonised." Nothing good may be said
of them if they are not abjectly "obedient." Carefully ignored amongst the
much photographed bags and cases of food off- loaded from mercy ships
is yesterday’s threat of what would happen if the Communists ever took
possession of the "Horn of Africa." It was forever being pounded into the
public mind that if the Soviets or their surrogates ever took the strategic
Horn of Africa, they would control the oil supplies to Europe, America,
and parts of the Far East. If oil shipments were stopped, the countries
being deprived of oil would soon revert to the stone age. Modem civilization requires a great deal of energy to maintain itself. Those who don’t
get it - don’t participate.
The white lines on the chart on page one show the route the petroleum
tankers take after leaving the Persian Gulf oil fields. The route to the
north of Somalia is the route followed by ships en route to the Suez Canal
on their way to Europe. The route lies within 250 miles of Somalia and
can easily be cut by air attacks based in Somalia. The line going south
past Somalia’s east coast is the route taken by tankers larger than 50,000
tons which can’t make it through the Suez Canal. This route goes around
South Africa and up the west coast of Africa to Europe and America. This
route passes within 350 miles of Somalia - easy flying distance.
It should be pointed out that Persian Gulf tankers bound for the Orient
pass down the coast of India on the other side of the Indian Ocean over
1500 miles away. Its distance makes it relatively immune from the Horn.

Panama
Panama was given the Panama Canal to enable her to obtain a source of
income with which to pay her loans from the NY banks. This removed
the U.S. presence from the canal zone. Oil from Mexico and Venezuela
could pass freely through the Panama Canal en route to Australia and
New Zealand and countries in the Far East.
The NWO wished to put a lock on the canal. First, the leader of Panama
was outlawed. President Noriega was discovered to be pushing drugs. For
this offence America invaded Panama. The United States law clearly
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states that if drugs are found in your car, your house, or your country whatever - it is forfeited.
The U.S. army was sent to make the bust, and, sure enough, they found
drugs. Panama’s president claimed that he was being framed, that the
drugs were planted by the ones making the bust, but the media made light
of this. He was spread-eagled, frisked, cuffed, read his rights, and carted
off to cool his heels in a Florida slammer to await a Nuremberg trial.

Panama And Grenada
Panama controls petroleum shipping routes from Mexico and Venezuela to the Far East. Grenada sits astride the oil lanes to
S. America and on into the S. Pacific.
Presently, the United States Army, an agency of the UN, stands guard on
the Panama Canal oil routes to the Far East.

Grenada
Americans were told by the media that Cubans were abusing students in
Grenada. Rape was mentioned. The media first reported that Cuban
soldiers were responsible, but no Cuban troops were found so it was
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decided that it must have been the Cuban construction workers who were
responsible.
If anyone else except the U.S. had invaded Grenada it might have sent
shock waves throughout the international community of nations since
Grenada lies across the Venezuelan oil tanker routes to Europe, South
America, and the Far East that go around South America. All these
mighty ships must pass Grenada. Most oil tankers pass within sight.
Grenada, in unfriendly hands, could threaten countries of the West.

The Falklands
The worthless rocks of the Falklands are worth fighting for if they
lie astride petroleum shipping lanes.

Falklands
Britain occupied the Falklands but Argentina claimed this barren realestate. Its usefulness is that it is a sheep station and a fishing supply base.
It is also a potentially strategic military base that in unfriendly hands
could stop oil ships en route to Australia, New Zealand, and the Far East.
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An independent Argentina inquired of Britain how she would react if
Argentina took possession of the islands. Britain waffled and wouldn’t
give a straight answer. Argentina took this to be "yes" to go ahead. She
went ahead.
Britain’s media cried "invasion." Those who throw the first punch are
outlawed. With the help of the U.S., Britain retook the Falklands. The
media attacks on defeated Argentina caused them to turn on their own
government and hold Nuremberg trials. Argentina is now governed by
those friendly to the NWO and the British- occupied Falklands still rests
astride the oil supertanker routes to the Orient.

South Africa
It is well known that if South Africa is ruled by forces unfriendly to the
West that the interests of both America and Europe will be compromised.
Besides producing 24 strategic minerals, S. Africa sits astride the oil
routes to Europe and America. Knowing this, the U.S. government insists
on installing a communist government to rule this region. Is there more
to U.S. government actions than has been revealed?
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South Africa
The establishment of the United States is very conscious of "rights." It is
particularly conscious that the black communists of the ANC in S. Africa
have been discriminated against, denied the vote, prevented from ruling
the country, and have suffered countless other indignities.
U.S. state department believes that this justifies making the communist
ANC the next South African government.
To aid the ANC to suppress possible white counter-revolutionary action,
the U.S. has built a new airfield nearby near Molepoloe in Botswana. This
new airfield has no possible civilian use but is capable of landing military
aircraft. It is only about 160 miles from Johannesburg[1]. Last year U.S.
airborne troops joined the Botswana Defence force near the S. African
border in joint exercises called Operation Silver Eagle. Destabilized and
outlawed S. Africa views these activities with alarm.
On December 17, 1992, the media announced that 8,000 U.S. marines
were landed in nearby Mozambique to help quell disorders in that country. It is believed by knowledgeable observers that if needed to help S.
Africa’s transition to a peaceful, democratic, non- discriminatory, blackruled communist republic, the UN will make these American troops
available. They can be supported by aircraft flying from the airfield near
Molepoloe in Botswana. The location of the newly-landed American
troops in Mozambique is noted with a white arrow. They are only some
200 miles from the cities of S. Africa. The location of the airfield in
Botswana is also noted with a white arrow.
With so much attention being directed toward ensuring that the ANC is
placed in power, one might overlook the fact that Persian Gulf oil
super-tankers sailing to Europe and America pass within sight of the
South African capes. Besides the 24 strategic minerals produced by S.
Africa - the country is another of the strategically placed nations of the
world whose occupation by an unfriendly force could severely damage
the West. Some military observers have wondered why the communist
ANC is being given a nation that sits astride the critical oil lifeline to
Western Europe and America.
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Singapore
Singapore - Fortress of the Far East
Because of its strategic importance, the Japanese in World War II immediately launched a task force to invade and take the Singapore fortress.
The British have now abandoned this fortress and walked away. Does
someone know something not common knowledge? Is Singapore any less
strategically placed than before?
While military forces of the UN are busily occupying the key gateways
to the West, the exact opposite is taking place in the Far East. Those bases
are being abandoned.
Fortress Singapore was established by the British Empire to guard the
trade routes from West to East. It was one of the First objectives of the
Japanese in WWII.
Oil from the Mideast goes through the Straits of Malacca on its way to
the Far East. The British, however, are no longer there. They gave
Singapore its independence and departed. Its population is 87% Chinese.
In an emergency
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it would seem more likely that they would deny petroleum to the Western
nations of Australia and New Zealand than they would to China or Japan
if difficulties should develop between East and West. Singapore appears
to be no threat to the oil routes to the Far East. They would certainly offer
no hindrance to task forces leaving the Far East with objectives in the
West.

Philippines
The Philippines stand astride the oil shipping lanes to the Far East. For
many years the U.S. maintained powerful military bases on these islands
to neutralize any possible threats from this region. Now, the U.S. is
abandoning its Philippine bases. It will no longer have a base from which
to control hostile actions that might emanate from the Orient.
Interesting enough, since the communists seized power in China, the U.S.
has done everything possible to open friendly relations with this part of
the world. With no bases in the Far East, Oriental fleets can gather in
private to do whatever they wish to do.

India
India is strategically located to cut the shipping lanes to the Far East.
However, India is virulently anti-Western. In time of war, that country
would be more likely to cut the petroleum supplies directed to the
Western nations of Australia and New Zealand than other Asian nations.
While strategically located, the West no longer occupies bases there.

China
Note the accompanying chart of the Far East on the next page. Fortress
Singapore has been abandoned, and America is withdrawing from the
Philippines. Indonesia and China are believed able to supply the Orient
with oil in the near future.
While the U.S. - UN - NWO and British surrogates are seeming anxious
to take positions to dominate oil routes to America, Europe and Australia,
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they seem indifferent to the desirability of keeping bases that would
protect the West from an Orient turned hostile. The three old bases are
being abandoned - Singapore, Hong Kong - soon to be given to China,
and the Philippine bases.
China receives much of its oil from the rapidly developing oil fields in
Indonesia, and is rapidly developing its own supply. Their need for
Persian Gulf oil is disappearing. In the event of Western disagreements
with the Orient, the West has no base in that area from which it could
enforce its interests, the Far East is becoming self-sufficient, and the Far
East remains as it always has been - hostile.

The Significance
The gateways to the East and West are being occupied by armed forces
under the benign control and/or direction of the UN. No such effort is
being made to occupy similar strategic positions in the Far East. It might
appear to anyone who has taken high- school ROTC 101, that since the
gateways to the West are being occupied while the gateways to the East
are being abandoned - that the future scene of military action is planned
to be in the West - not in the East.
The only enemy that the UN could have in the West are Westerners. Since
the governments of Western nations are friendly with both the UN and
Far Eastern powers there is no possible enemy other than the Western
people themselves.
What would happen if somehow the seemingly defenceless hordes of the
Far East should turn out to be not defenceless at all, but merely a part of
the world which does things differently? What would happen if her tens
of millions of soldiers suddenly, or by sections, piece-meal, picked up her
massive stockpiles of weapons and followed the route taken earlier by the
Mongols, the Huns, the Turks, the Ottomans, the Seljuks, and the Khazars - across the deserts and steppes to Europe? What would happen if the
thousands of ships under foreign registration should appear off California?
There is another question that no one asks: Why have countries like
China, Brazil, and the Israeli nation been developed into 3rd world
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arsenals able to produce sophisticated atomic, hydrogen, and neutron
bombs with delivery missile systems, poison gases, bacteriological
agents, and all the other weapons of war? Why is nothing being done to
disarm them?
While the gates to the West’s petroleum routes are being occupied, bases
in the Far East abandoned, and the latest war technology is being forced
on the Orient, there is still one more thing that causes a vague anxiety. It
is this:–
Dog owners know that when the dog’s master appears a dog will get up,
come over, wag his tail, roll over to be rubbed, and then go back and lie
down. The dog goes to his master. The master does not go to the dog.
Non dog owners who watch TV and appreciate football may note the
performance of the pro quarterback whom the coach calls out of the game
to instruct. The quarterback leaves his fellows and runs to the sidelines,
the coach speaks.
The quarterback bobs his head up and down showing his understanding,
and then runs back to his teammates to tell them the next play. He tells it
as if it is his own idea. If it makes a touchdown the quarterback gets the
glory - but it was the coaches' play. The unknown team owners to whom
no one gives a thought are the ones who really profit.
Note how the presidents from Nixon to Bush all run to China. Even the
Russian Yeltson has just come from there.
They see some shadowy personage, roll-over, bob their heads up and
down, and come home and call a play. A few months later the West does
something else strange.
Is there something to the rumour of a comprehensive plan called "Operation Armageddon," a UN plan that would use the West’s own armies
against their own peoples in an alliance with the forces of the Far East?
Is this the the West is being destabilized by immigrants, and the media
incites to violence?
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How could such a massive plan be kept secret from the people? The
answer may be more simple than we first imagine. Look at the POWMIAs! America’s establishment leaders protest that they are as pure as
the driven snow and know nothing about such a plan. However, these
same said that they didn’t know anything about the POW-MIAs.
It was Bush, Kissinger and the others who said that they knew nothing
about the missing POWs.
The media slipped and revealed that even Eisenhower and his administration knew of trainloads of American POW’s being sent to Siberia, and
that they had made the deliberate decision to do nothing about it. This
means that all the presidents and all their advisors and ministers and those
who worked for them, and all the governments from Eisenhower till now
also knew.
The intelligence services that first told Eisenhower are the same intelligence services that briefed each administration that followed. They all
knew. "Smiling Jimmy" Carter knew. "Glad-hand" Reagan knew. There
were thousands who had access to the intelligence briefings, they knew.
Kissinger confessed that he knew but there was nothing he could do about
it. He had sworn earlier that he did not know.
They all knew. They all lied - they lied about not knowing when they
knew. They lied and the people believed them. Now the people know
about the POW-MIAs. The politicians and the establishment know they
know. And still - nothing is being done about them. Why shouldn’t the
same crowd act in the same way about their involvement in "Operation
Armageddon?" They expect the wolf to win and they think that the wolfs
is the winning side.

Could This Happen?
Lindsey Williams wrote that while chaplain to the oil workers on the N.
Slope in Alaska he learned that vast oil fields had been discovered in
addition to the ones being exploited. These others fields were simply
capped and left. The oil that could have released America’s dependency
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Mideast oil was simply hidden. He theorized at the time that this was
done to create future oil shortages and to keep prices high. Perhaps.
Perhaps there may have been a deeper reason. Non-development of vast
north slope fields keeps the U.S. dependent on Mid east oil.
This makes possible a Somalian scenario where the long exposed MidEast oil routes can be cut at any time jolting the West to a standstill.
North of China lies the great Gobi Desert. The ancient desert trade route
from China to Europe starts in the Gobi and passes on to the Iranian
Desert and then on to the Iraqi Desert where it arrives in Europe. It is the
route followed by the Huns, Sejuks Turks, Ottoman Turks, Khazar Turks,
and Mongols. If cut oil lines bring West to its knees, there is nothing to
stop the hordes of China from setting their feet in that well-travelled path.
It has been done many times before.
Each of the earlier invaders infiltrated hostile populations into the areas
chosen for occupation and conquest. Each first subverted the rulers of the
targeted countries. Much of E. Europe fell to the Ottomans without war.
The Ottoman Turks just walked in - a family at a time - and then when
they were strong enough - they took over.

The Scenario
Who would have thought that Roosevelt would make the Dutch stop
shipping oil to the Japanese from the Dutch East Indies, forcing them to
attack the U.S. and starting WWII? Who would have thought that Ian
Smith of Rhodesia, a war hero, would deliver his country to the enemy to
be destroyed after winning the war waged against it? Who would have
thought that de Klerk, a man of impeccable credentials, would betray his
own South Africa? Who can believe that there are today traitors in the
West who would betray the West? If there are such people - how would
they go about their treason?
Game Planning
To bring the West to its knees and make it easy prey for conqueror, one
could start by cutting Western oil routes. Economic and social chaos
would immediately result. No heat, gas, chemicals, medicine, light,
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fertilizer, or transportation. Unemployment and economic chaos would
be instant. Western nations would likely be embroiled in L.A. style civil
wars with hostile immigrants brought in earlier. Civil war between the
military loyal to the rulers and those loyal to the people of the West would
be likely. The deciding factor would be an army from the East - an army
that numbers like grasshoppers.
With variations - this updates the scenario of Our Nordic Race written by
Dick Hoskins in 1958[2].

Conclusion
The River Euphrates is dried up. The strategic outposts and fortresses that
stand astride the routes from the East occupied by mercenaries who will
shoot a mother holding a baby. They can be counted on to hold the gates
open to the enemy if ordered. The armies of the East can march whenever
the signal is given.
Surprised? One shouldn’t be. "Operation Armageddon" is in the operation manual. There is no quick fix to this There’s no place to run.
Switzerland no longer offers protection, neither does America, Europe,
S. Africa, Australia, or N. Zealand - none offers protection. They all are
targeted. All have the identical problems. The King of the Wolves is
hidden - he cannot be found. He cannot be made to stop what he is doing.
"Operation Armageddon" was designed long ago so that there would be
no place to hide. Everyone will be forced to choose; either the Shepherd
and his sheepfold, or the wolf and his den. That’s the way it is going to
be[33].
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Notes
1 The existence of this airfield is unknown to most Americans, but is
front page in S. African alternate-media publications.

2 Richard Kelly Hoskins, Our Nordic Races, Virginia Publishing Company, PO Box 997, Lynchburg, Virginia 24505, $8 / copy.
3 I created man ... and I told him this is good, and that is bad that... it be
clear which in his race love me." Enoch 30:12-/4
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

